TEMPORARY MODULAR CLASSROOM BUILDING

The photographs on the following pages show the temporary modular classroom building that was in place at Gladwyne Elementary School from summer 2013 to fall 2014.

The building consisted of four classrooms attached to a central hallway with both boys and girls restrooms. Access was provided via wooden stairs up to the doors, with ramps provided at one entrance for full accessibility. The building was connected to the permanent school building’s fire alarm and data systems, allowing full fire protection and identical internet access as the permanent school. Security cameras were installed and connected to the school’s monitoring system.

The temporary classroom building for Penn Wynne will be a similar building. Access to and from the temporary classroom building will be within a fenced area, maintaining the security perimeter of the building. Please see the attached diagram which illustrates this concept for Penn Wynne. We have also included a conceptual building floor plan.

Please send us your questions or comments to capitalcomments@lmsd.org.
Create temporary corridor and re-purpose remaining space
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